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ABSTRACT Many modeling languages share common concepts, such as types, expressions, statements, or literals. Nonetheless, these essential language concerns are often developed again and again, independently, and with minor changes here and there. A well-designed and extensible library of such, tried-and-tested, language components can facilitate engineering new languages through their reuse. We utilize the powerful language composition techniques of the MontiCore language workbench to conceive such a library, present its components, and their rationale. This fosters language engineering in MontiCore and can inspire more efficient language engineering in the technological spaces of other language workbenches.
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1. Introduction

Model-driven development (MDD) (Selic 2003; Völter et al. 2013) lifts models to primary modeling artifacts to reduce the conceptual gap (FR07 2007) between the problem domain challenges and solution domain implementations. Automation is one of the pillars of efficient software engineering and to make models accessible to automation, they must conform to machine-processable modeling languages, such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Rum16 2016), Object Constraint Language (OCL) (Richters & Gogolla 2000), Systems Modeling Language (SysML) (Friedenthal et al. 2014), MATLAB Simulink (Dabney & Harman 2004) and many more. This need gave birth to the discipline of software language engineering (SLE) (Kleppe 2008; HRW18 2018), which investigates the conception, engineering, maintenance, and evolution of modeling languages. Another pillar of efficient software engineering is the capability to reuse software parts successfully tried and tested in different contexts, to create new solutions on the shoulders of giants. As “software languages are software too” (Favre 2005), they can greatly benefit from reusing tried and tested software language parts as well.

There are various kinds or categories of modeling languages that either directly or indirectly depend on each other, such as SysML extending UML. However, this extension is codified in natural language standards documents, but not technically through reusing UML parts in SysML. Consequently, every implementation of, in this case, SysML, needs to make sure to conform to the UML parts it is – by way of standards – meant to reuse or extend. Moreover, most of the tooling, such as analysis, syntheses, and editors, available for UML needs to be reimplemented for SysML as well. This, of course, also holds for the variety of different variants of UML (Dévai et al. 2014; Rum16 2016; Starrett 2016), OCL (Cabot & Gogolla 2012; Demuth & Wilke 2009; Rum16 2016), and SysML (WBCW20 2020; Wolny et al. 2020).

Other kinds of languages share concepts more loosely, but could benefit from explicit reuse of language parts (and corresponding tooling) as well. For instance, there are over 120 architecture description languages (ADLs) (Medvidovic & Taylor 2000), such as Architecture Analysis & Design Language (Feiler & Gluch 2012) or EAST-ADL (Etzel & Bauer 2019), out of which many share the language concepts of components, ports, and connectors (Malavolta et al. 2013). Similarly, many action languages and programming languages relying on the Java Virtual Machine, such as Clojure (Halloway 2009), Groovy (Koenig et al. 2007), Kotlin (Jemerov & Isakova 2017),
and Scala (Odersky et al. 2008) share the same concepts and syntax. Reusing and extending the shared concepts between different languages and technological spaces (Kurtev et al. 2002) instead of reimplementing them again and again could allow language engineers to address more advanced challenges. To facilitate engineering and reusing language components, many language workbenches (Fowler 2005; Erdweg et al. 2015) support various language composition and reuse mechanisms (Erdweg et al. 2012) addressing reuse of different combinations of concrete and abstract syntax, well-formedness rules, code generators, transformations, and other language-related tooling. A collection of reusable components (Wor19 2019) for core language concerns, such as literals, types, and expressions, which are part of most modeling languages, still is missing. To mitigate this, we investigated the modularization of these core language concerns and present the resulting language components in the technological space of the MontiCore (HR17 2017; HMSNRW16 2016) language workbench. Building upon these can greatly facilitate language engineering and may help language engineers to ‘see further’.

In the remainder, Section 2 presents concepts for language modularity before introducing novel language components to facilitate language reuse for a variety of language kinds and domains. Section 3 illustrates the use of these components by example, Section 4 highlights related work, and Section 5 discusses observations related to engineering and using these components. Section 6 concludes.

2. Collection of Language Components for Language Reuse

This section first introduces the MontiCore (HR17 2017; HMSNRW16 2016) language workbench and its features facilitating modularity in language engineering. Thereafter, the different components for literals, expressions, types, and statements are explained. All language components discussed in this paper are part of the MontiCore project, which is available on GitHub

Table 1 (in the Appendix) provides an overview of all the different language components presented in this paper. Furthermore, usages of these language components in different modeling and programming languages are discussed in the case study in Section 3 and summarized in Table 2 (in the Appendix).

2.1. MontiCore Language Workbench

MontiCore provides an EBNF-like context-free grammar format to define languages. For a given grammar, MontiCore generates infrastructure necessary to efficiently engineer languages in a modular fashion. It has been applied to the engineering of modeling languages for a variety of domains, including automotive (DGH+19 2019), cloud services (Eikermann et al. 2017), robotics (AHRW17b 2017), systems engineering (DJR+19 2019), and more.

The generated infrastructure for a given grammar includes parser and lexer, Java classes for the abstract syntax tree (AST), an infrastructure to implement context conditions (language well-formedness rules), visitors (HMSNRW16 2016) to develop

Figure 1 Exemplary grammar of an I/O automata language.

and compose analyses, and symbol tables (HMSNR15 2015; MSNRR15 2015; MSNRR16 2016) to combine models of different languages.

A MontiCore grammar defines both the abstract syntax and concrete syntax of a language. To this end, it comprises productions that define nonterminals. A production consists of a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS) separated by an = sign. The LHS is the nonterminal that the production defines while the RHS is the production’s body and defines both the abstract and concrete syntax. Figure 1 depicts a MontiCore grammar of a compact language for finite input/output automata (RRW14a 2014), while Figure 2 shows a corresponding automaton model. The automata grammar comprises three productions defining the syntax of the nonterminals Automaton, State, and Transition. MontiCore generates one AST class per production. Its attributes result from the production body. Stored terminals map to attributes while nonterminal usages map to compositions.

Figure 2 Exemplary automaton for the language of Figure 1.

The body of a production consists of terminals and nonterminals. Terminals are surrounded by quotation marks, e.g., "automaton" (l. 6) in Figure 1. Both terminals and nonterminals can have different multiplicities, i.e., by appending a question mark '?' (l. 10) they become optional while '+' (l. 7) allows arbitrary many (including zero) occurrences and '*' (l. 7) forces at least one occurrence. Alternatives are separated by '|' (l. 7) and grouping can be achieved by parenthesizing parts
using round brackets. Terminals whose presence is relevant for the abstract syntax can be parenthesized in square brackets, yielding a Boolean attribute in the abstract syntax. Optional elements are mapped to Java options and multiple occurrences to Java lists.

Besides “normal” nonterminals, MontiCore provides interface, abstract and external nonterminals. Abstract and external nonterminals are not detailed here but detailed information on these is available (HR17 2017). Interface nonterminals begin with the keyword interface (cf. Figure 8, l. 3). They do not specify concrete syntax themselves. Instead, interface nonterminals are implemented by other nonterminals (cf. Figure 8, l. 5). For interface nonterminals, a production body can be used to restrict possible implementing nonterminals (HR17 2017). Conceptually, interface nonterminals are an extension of alternatives. Whenever an interface nonterminal is used in a production body, every interface implementation can be parsed. Thus, instead of A = B | C; one can use interface nonterminals to define interface A; B implements A; C implements A; . The concrete syntax for these two examples does not differ. However, for interface nonterminals an AST interface instead of a class is generated and thus the relation between A and B, and A and C is mapped to inheritance instead of composition in the abstract syntax.

The start nonterminal of a grammar is by default the first nonterminal in the grammar (HR17 2017). However, sometimes this is not feasible, e.g., when an inherited nonterminal should be the start nonterminal of a language. To address this, the start nonterminal can be set explicitly as follows: start State;

When extending a grammar, it is possible to extend productions of the super grammars. This is possible for normal and interface productions. In both cases, conceptually a new alternative to the existing body or implementation is created. Thus, all nonterminals and especially interface nonterminals can serve as extension points. To further control the priority of the newly added alternative, it is possible to add a priority in angle brackets (cf. Figure 8, l. 5). The higher the number within the brackets the higher is the alternative’s priority in the parser.

Using MontiCore, languages can be developed efficiently by reusing the modular (parts of) other languages. To this end, MontiCore provides grammar extension mechanisms. As depicted in Figure 1 (ll. 1-4), the grammar of the automata language uses this concept. With the keyword extends followed by one or multiple comma-separated grammars, a grammar can extend other grammars. As a consequence, all nonterminals defined by productions of the super grammars are available in the current grammar. In the automata language, the transition production uses the nonterminal Expression that is not defined locally but defined in the super grammar ExpressionsBasis. If a grammar is designed for reuse only and does not define a complete language itself, it is marked as a component grammar by adding the keyword component (cf. Figure 8, l. 1).

The start nonterminal of a grammar is by default the first component grammar LiteralsBasis {
    interface Literal;
}

Figure 5 Grammar of LiteralsBasis.

The most basic variant of literals in MontiCore is LiteralsBasis. This grammar provides a general Literal interface (cf. Figure 5, l. 2). As a result, literals are modularized, which increases interchangeability and reuse of language components. The interface can be used in modeling languages to enable all implementing literals. To define specific literals, it is possible to implement this interface. An example is provided in CommonLiterals.

Figure 8, l. 3). They do not

Figure 4 Language components for statements.

2.2. Literals
MontiCore provides many literals by default to support developing new modeling languages. Thus, these literals provide essential, usually atomic, elements of common languages, such as numbers, character strings, or boolean values. To facilitate integration, MontiCore provides these literals in a modularized fashion, enabling the selection of appropriate literals for a respective modeling language. Figure 3 (left) depicts the three literals language components and their inheritance hierarchy. LiteralsBasis provides a basic interface for using literals. It is implemented in CommonLiterals, resulting in the most common set of literals for language development in MontiCore. Furthermore, the JavaLiterals extend these again to provide Java-compliant literals.

Figure 3 Relations of the language components for expressions, types, and literals.
Figure 6 Grammar of CommonLiterals.

The grammar CommonLiterals extends LiteralsBasis (Figure 6, ll. 1-2) and uses the provided interface to specify literals. It provides a reduced subset of literals, which abstracts from special cases (e.g., hexadecimal representation in Java), offering a suitable foundation for most modeling languages. Additionally, the grammar introduces an interface SignedLiteral (l. 3), which provides an additional prefix for literals, enabling negative numbers. Lines 4-6 categorize these interfaces into corresponding (Signed-) NumericLiterals. The remainder of Figure 6 defines basic literals by implementing the available interfaces. These literals consist of primitive data types (similar to Java) and strings in their signed and unsigned variants. We have slightly simplified this grammar to preserve clarity. For instance, all token definitions (i.e., Char, String, and Digits) have been omitted, since these only specify the allowed character sequences and do not contribute to language modularity. Lines 8-18 define a NullLiteral as well as Boolean values, characters, and strings. These literals have no differences in signs, and thus both implement the Literal and the SignedLiteral interface. As a result, they are available in both cases. Lines 20-45 define numeric literals. MontiCore supports natural numbers (ll. 20-25), long numbers (ll. 25-30), float numbers (ll. 32-38), and double numbers (ll. 40-45). However, as these values have a signed and unsigned variant, there are two productions each to cover both cases. The main difference between these cases is that signed values also have an optional preceding "-" sign. According to the requirements, the corresponding literals implement the NumericLiteral or SignedNumericLiteral interface.

Figure 7 Grammar of JavaLiterals.

The JavaLiterals grammar defines Java-compliant literals. Additionally, it extends CommonLiterals to leverage the literals defined there (cf. Figure 7, ll. 1-2). Furthermore, new literals for the numeric values int, long, float, and double are specified (ll. 3-13). The advantage of this grammar is a comfortable usage of literals in a Java-like syntax. This includes extended forms of representation, e.g., the hexadecimal representation of numbers.

2.3. Expressions

Expressions usually build complex structures built on literals and sub-expressions. They can be used in various contexts. To flexibly choose which kinds of expressions a language uses a decomposition into different grammars is useful. Thus, for the MontiCore language workbench the decomposition presented in Figure 3 was developed. The most basic variant ExpressionsBasis is depicted in Figure 8. This language component provides the central expression interface Expression as well as two basic implementations NameExpression and LiteralExpression.

When extending this language component, the newly created language enables the formulation of expressions that are simple variables such as foo or bar, or values. The kind of values expressible is not yet determined as the literals interface is used (cf. l. 9) and only the LiteralsBasis grammar is extended. This means that no Literal implementations are used so far.

Additional implementations of the Expression interface are provided by the components AssignmentExpressions,
For clarity reasons, the grammars of CommonExpression, as well as the BitExpression, and JavaClassExpression, are not presented in this paper. The CommonExpression language component provides mathematical expressions such as addition and multiplication, comparisons such as greater than or equals, and Boolean expressions such as and-expressions. Furthermore, the bracket expression, as well as the conditional expression, is provided by this language component. These expressions are free of side effects and frequently used in modeling languages. When using this language component, expressions such as \( a \leq b \), \( a = b \), \( a \& \& b \), or \( a + b \) are expressible. Again, no literal implementations are provided thus, the decision on literals is not determined by this language component.

The BitExpression language component provides bit operations such as shift expressions and bitwise expressions such as and or expressions. These expressions are rarely used for modeling but needed when designing programming languages such as Java.

The presented collection of expression components provides a modular foundation for creating individual expression languages. By composing an adequate subset of these components, an OCL variant (Cabot & Gogolla 2012; Demuth & Wilke 2009; Rum16 2016) can be implemented without much effort.
component grammar CollectionTypes extends BasicTypes {
  interface MCGenericType extends MCOBJECTTYPE;
  MCLISTTYPE implements MCGenericType <200> = "List" "<" MCTYPEARGUMENT ">";
  MCOPTIONALTYPE implements MCGenericType <200> = "Optional" "<" MCTYPEARGUMENT ">";
  MCMAPTYPE implements MCGenericType <200> = "Map" "<" key:MCTYPEARGUMENT ">,
  value:MCTYPEARGUMENT ">";
  MCSETTYPE implements MCGenericType <200> = "Set" "<" MCTYPEARGUMENT ">";
  interface MCTYPEARGUMENT;
  MCBASICTYPEARGUMENT implements MCTYPEARGUMENT <200> = MCOQUALIFIEDTYPE;
  MCPRIMITIVETYPEARGUMENT implements MCTYPEARGUMENT <190> = MCPRIMITIVETYPE;
}

Figure 11 Grammar of CollectionTypes.

2.4. Types

Type systems are available in a variety of (programming) languages and facilitate programming because typing errors can already be detected at compile time. To express type usages, a library of language components for modeling types was developed for MontiCore-based languages. It consists of four language components that are in an inheritance relationship. The most basic language component is BasicTypes, which provides the central interface nonterminal MCTYPE (cf. Figure 10, l. 3). Besides this interface nonterminal, this language component provides nonterminals that enable modeling primitive types (II. 10-14) and qualified types (II. 18-19). The latter are realized with the nonterminal MCOQUALIFIEDNAME that contains only an optional qualifier. Therefore, non-qualified types are expressible as well.

Furthermore, the grammar provides a return type (II. 21), which can be an MCTYPE or void. These nonterminals are bundled as they form a relatively small yet useful collection of types for modeling. When using this language component, types such as int, Person, or java.lang.String are expressible.

compenent grammar SimpleGenericTypes extends CollectionTypes {
  MCBASICGENERICTYPE implements MCGenericType <20> = (Name || ".") + "<" (MCTYPEARGUMENT || ",") + ">";
  MCCUSTOMTYPEARGUMENT implements MCTYPEARGUMENT <20> = MCTYPE;
}

Figure 12 Grammar of SimpleGenericTypes.

component grammar StatementsBasis {
  interface MCBLOCKSTATEMENT;
  interface MCSTATEMENT extends MCBLOCKSTATEMENT;
  interface MCMODIFIER;
}

Figure 13 Grammar of StatementsBasis.

The CollectionTypes language component builds upon the basic types language component as visualized in Figure 11. This language component adds implementations to the MCTYPE interface nonterminal that enables to model four kinds of generics: Set, List, Map, and Optional. Via the MCTYPEARGUMENT, qualified and primitive types can be used as arguments for the aforementioned generics. Furthermore, these generics cannot be nested as the purpose of this language component is to provide some commonly used collection types but limit their functionality such that it is useful for high-level models. Using this language component, types such as List<Integer>, Set<char>, or Map<java.lang.String, Person> are expressible.

The language component SimpleGenericTypes extends the language component CollectionTypes (cf. Figure 12). This language extends the expressible types with custom generics. MCBASICGENERICTYPE enables modeling generics of arbitrary classes with arbitrary arguments. The latter is achieved by the nonterminal MCCUSTOMTYPEARGUMENT. When using this language component, types such as Person<String> or Map<Person<String>, Integer> are expressible. These types, however, do not cover all possible types from Java, as Java additionally supports inner types of generic types, which is not expressible using the language component SimpleGenericTypes, e.g., types such as a.b.C<D>.E.F<G>.H are not expressible. If these kinds of types are required, the FullGenericTypes language component, whose grammar is not included here, can be used. This language component is part of the MontiCore project on GitHub.

component grammar VarDeclarationStatements extends StatementsBasis, BasicTypes, ExpressionsBasis {
  LocalVarDeclaration implements MCBLOCKSTATEMENT
  = MCMODIFIER+ MCTYPE (VariableDeclarator || ",")+;
  VariableDeclarator
  = DeclaratorId ("=" VariableInit)?;
  DeclaratorId = Name (dim:"[" "]")+;
  interface VariableInit;
  SimpleInit implements VariableInit = Expression;
  ArrayInit implements VariableInit
  = ";" (VariableInit || ",")+ (",")? ";
}

Figure 14 Grammar of VarDeclarationStatements.
MontiCore provides a library of modular statement language components, depicted in Figure 4, to offer language developers different options for embedding Java-like statements in a modeling language. To this end, language developers can select the appropriate subset of statements or add their own statements.

MontiCore offers a basic grammar that provides the necessary interfaces for a modular statement definition. Figure 13 contains a listing of this grammar, named StatementsBasis. Line 2 specifies the interface MCBlockStatement, which represents the most extensive set of statements. The interface MCStatement further extends this (cf. l. 3). The difference between the two interfaces is that MCBlockStatement allows any kind of statements, while MCStatement depicts a subset that excludes block statements. For instance, this is demonstrated via variable declarations which, according to Java, are used exclusively in blocks. Finally, line 4 introduces the interface MCModifier. It provides access to more advanced properties of model elements, such as attribute visibility and accessibility.

Grammar VarDeclarationStatements in Figure 14 specifies statements for declaring variables. It uses the predefined interfaces from StatementsBasis as well as MCBasicTypes and ExpressionBasis (II. 1-2). A LocalVarDeclaration (II. 4-5) is part of the MCBlockStatements and thus implements the corresponding interface. These declarations may have several modifiers, followed by an MCType and at least one VariableDeclarator. This declarator (II. 7-10) contains an identifier consisting of the variable’s name and its dimension, expressed by "[" "]" for multidimensional variables, such as arrays. Furthermore, variables can optionally be initialized via the inherited expressions (II. 12-17). For multidimensional variables, several expressions are provided as a comma-separated list in curly brackets.

The grammar CommonStatements defines basic statements such as method calls, variable assignments, conditions, and loops. The grammar (cf. Figure 15) extends VarDeclarationStatements. Line 2 defines MCJavaBlock, a statement that may contain additional statements in curly braces.
brackets. Furthermore, the interface MCModifier from the inherited grammar StatementBasis is implemented by explicit JavaModifiers (ll. 4-6). In general, this grammar enables a standard Java-like statement syntax. This includes if-clauses (ll. 8-9), for loops (ll. 11-19), and while loops (ll. 21-23). Furthermore, SwitchStatements (ll. 25-26) enable case distinctions in Java-customary syntax. The specified statements use expressions to establish and verify their conditions.

Further statement grammars are not presented in detail for the sake of clarity. Instead, we briefly introduce these according to their main features. The grammar ReturnStatements enables specifying the return of methods. Therefore, an optional expression is provided, which evaluates to the return value. SynchronizedStatements supports the definition of synchronized expressions. This, e.g., enables thread safety for method calls. Grammar ExceptionStatements introduces additional try–catch blocks. These reference exceptions by their name and can thus handle these. Grammar LowLevelStatements enables several basic control statements such as break and continue commands, as well as labelling of statements. Finally, FullJavaStatements joins the defined statement sub-languages, leveraging their modular structure. Only existing grammars must be integrated without the necessity of introducing new productions. Overall, FullJavaStatements provides access to an extensive, Java-compatible, collection of statement components.

3. Case Study

The presented language components can be used to realize languages without the effort of re-implementing commonly used parts again. Instead, “off-the-shelf” language components can be reused and combined to form the basis for engineering a new language. This section describes the engineering of the syntax for a light-weight ADL for which the grammar is depicted in Figure 16.

For a different application, the light-weight ADL is extended to create an ADL with a more sophisticated type system and more options for using statements to describe the actions of a behavior automaton’s transitions. The grammar of the resulting FullADL language is depicted in Figure 17. FullADL extends the LightADL, and also the language components for JavaStatements and SimpleGenericTypes. Through this, the port definitions can use generic types. Further, the statements in action blocks of automaton transitions can be any Java statements. This is due to the fact that LightADL uses the interface nonterminal MCType of the BasicTypes language component for specifying port types and SimpleGenericTypes provides further implementations for MCType. Analogously, the interface nonterminal BlockStatement that the automata language uses for statements in action blocks is provided with further implementations in the FullADL through extending the language component JavaStatements. The grammar further reuses the start production Component of the LightADL. The remaining body of the grammar is empty, as all grammar productions are reused from super grammars and no new productions are defined.

Figure 18 depicts an overview of the language components of this case study and their interrelations. Language components that are reused from the presented language component library are colored gray. For clarity, the figures omit relations between reused language components and transitively reused language components. IAOautomata, LightADL, and FullADL are complete languages, which means that they yield a parser. This is indicated in Figure 18 via a dedicated icon. While the FullADL does not introduce a single new non-terminal, the LightADL introduces five nonterminals, and
IOAutomata introduces three nonterminals. However, the number of introduced nonterminals is only a small portion of the number of nonterminals that these languages use. Most nonterminals are reused from inherited language components. Both the number of nonterminals that a language component reuses from other language components and the number of nonterminals that a language component defines are depicted in Figure 18 next to each language component. These numbers exclude token productions and count nonterminals, which are inherited multiple times through diamond inheritance, only once. The number of defined and reused nonterminals per language component of the presented language component library is depicted for literals, types, and expressions in Figure 20. The numbers for statements are depicted in Figure 19.

The case study demonstrates by example that a large proportion of nonterminals can be reused for building a new language. This does not only save effort in re-engineering the syntax again, but also has the advantage that reused parts of language infrastructure can be developed, tested, evolved, and maintained individually.

4. Related Work

The functionalities and features of language workbenches have already been studied in detail over the past decades (Erdweg et al. 2013). Utilizing language composition, several allow providing composable language modules similar to the proposed language components. In the following, we discuss the potential of modern language workbenches to provide respective language modules and describe existing libraries of composable modules to the best of our knowledge.

Spoofax (Wachsmuth et al. 2014) is a language workbench, which automatically derives integrated Eclipse editors from a language definition. It supports the modularization of a modeling language into different grammars, so-called modules. Different concepts of such modules can be reused via imports, enabling language extension. Thus, Spoofax offers fundamental features for language composition. Even if basic modules of public projects sometimes resemble each other, there are no standard modules or libraries similar to the language components provided by MontiCore.

Xtext (Bettini 2016) is an open-source framework for developing modeling languages. It enables the specification of a grammar, which is further processed into an Ecore metamodel and corresponding tooling for modeling. Xtext also automatically derives textual Eclipse editors. In general, Xtext supports reusable language components. Single grammar inheritance is supported, but neither non-terminal interfaces nor non-terminal inheritance. Hence, Xtext also offers basic concepts for language extension but does not cover the entire field. Besides a default grammar for terminals, Xtext also offers the expression language Xbase (Efftinge et al. 2012). Xbase relies on the general-purpose language Java, thus fostering the integration of Java-like expressions into a custom modeling language.

Neverlang (Vacchi & Cazzola 2015) is a framework for developing modular languages. It enables the composition of grammars with placeholders as extension points. For this purpose, production rules can assign undefined non-terminals, which are implemented by extending sub-languages. Furthermore, Neverlang supports language variability by using the Common Variability Language (Méndez-Acuña et al. 2016). Although we are not aware of any language components, Neverlang supports the required functionality to provide these.

The Meta Programming System (MPS) (Voelter & Pech 2012) is a language workbench that fosters the development of modeling languages with projectional editors. In projection editors, changes are performed directly on the AST without the necessity of parsing a model. MPS supports a wide range of editorial representations, such as textual, symbolic, or graphical. It enables language composition by extending abstract syntax elements (Voelter & Pech 2012). For these elements, MPS offers modular standard libraries, which contain expressions,
5. Discussion

The presented library of language components for different kinds of literals, expressions, types, and statements is based on our experiences in engineering languages for various purposes in different applications. However, the language component library does obviously not claim to be complete. Further realizations for literals, expressions, types, and statements can be integrated into the language components library anywhere within the inheritance hierarchies. We identified many further language parts that are reusable for engineering various languages such as, e.g., cardinalities, stereotypes, SI units, and modifiers. Presenting the language components for these in detail, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.

The language component library has been developed to avoid conflicting nonterminals. Multiple inheritance of grammars in general, however, can lead to ambiguities in combination with a flat namespace of nonterminal names that should be avoided.

Picking a suitable granularity for language components is crucial. Coarse-grained components prevent using parts of it for an application individually without reusing the parts that are not needed in this application. Fine-grained components, on the other and, increase the overhead in engineering and managing these individually.

Identifying language components in terms of reusable units requires foresight by language developers: If a language component depends on another language component by inheriting from it, it is impossible to use this language component without the other one. The rationale for engineering modular languages, therefore, is to develop language features as separate language components and postpone binding these to their environment, i.e., to other language components, as late as possible.

An extensive application of language modularization can be leveraged to realize product lines of language (BEK+18a 2018; BEK+19 2019), in which each feature of a language is associated with a language component realizing this feature. Upon a selection of features, the respective language components can be composed to yield a language variant. This fosters systematic reuse of language components for families of similar languages.

A formal understanding of the OCL (Richters & Gogolla 1998), an OCL metamodel (Richters & Gogolla 1999), and the presented language component library with the modularization techniques of MontiCore are the perfect basis for building a modular OCL. The modular OCL can, e.g., include imperative statements (Büttner & Gogolla 2014) based on statement language components from the presented library. Further, a modular OCL engineered with MontiCore can be embedded into other languages similar to the SOIL (Büttner & Gogolla 2011) approach.

While the focus of this paper lies in the modularization of language grammars, the modularization of other parts of language infrastructure is important as well. This can include, e.g., a modular visitor infrastructure for traversing the abstract syntax. To give meaning to a model, language components can, e.g., apply modular code generators (BEK+18a 2018), graph transformations (Kuske et al. 2002), or (domain-specific) model transformations (Hoe18 2018). Only providing, for instance, modular analyses (e.g., type checks) and transformations (e.g., code generators) accompanying the modular syntax makes language components truly modular.

6. Conclusion

Reusing tried and tested software parts in different contexts is one of the key success factors of software engineering. With software languages being software too, the efficient reuse of
software language components in different contexts reuse can facilitate engineering truly domain-specific languages. Hence, software language reuse can be a key enabler of their adoption and, thus, the adoption of MDD in general. To advance the use of software languages, we have developed concepts for the modularization of the ubiquitous language components of literals, expressions, types, and statements. Leveraging these facilitates engineering novel languages, liberates software language engineers from needing to reinvent the wheel, and ultimately may promote the adoption of MDD in different contexts.
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### Table 1: Overview of Language Components and their Intention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Component</th>
<th>Intention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CommonLiterals</strong></td>
<td>provide a limited but useful collection of values usable in various modeling languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JavaLiterals</strong></td>
<td>provide additional values needed to support literals allowed in Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CommonExpressions</strong></td>
<td>provide side effect-free expressions commonly used in modeling languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assignment-Expressions</strong></td>
<td>provide expressions with side effects that assign new values to variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BitExpressions</strong></td>
<td>provide expressions with side effects that operate on bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JavaClassExpressions</strong></td>
<td>provide expressions concerning classes needed in programming languages such as Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BasicTypes</strong></td>
<td>provide a limited but useful collection of types usable in various modeling languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CollectionTypes</strong></td>
<td>provide predefined generic types for Collections, Optionals and Maps useful for modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SimpleGenericTypes</strong></td>
<td>provide custom generics that can be nested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FullGenericTypes</strong></td>
<td>provide additional generic types such as inner types of generic types needed for programming languages such as Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AssertStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide the assert statement as known from Java constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CommonStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide typical statements, such as method calls, assignment of variables, loops, conditions, and blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ExceptionStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide statements for exceptions, including a Java-like try-catch notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FullJavaStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide exact Java statements by combining the other statement language components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LowLevelStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide low-level control statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ReturnStatements</strong></td>
<td>provide return statements for Java methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synchronized-Statements</strong></td>
<td>provide a statement for Java-like synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VarDeclaration-Statements</strong></td>
<td>provide statements concerning variable declaration and initialization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Overview of Language Components and their Usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Component</th>
<th>Used, e.g., in</th>
<th>Used, e.g., for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CommonLiterals</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Values for fields, variables or loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Values in Guards, Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaLiterals</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Values for Fields and Variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Values in Guards, Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommonExpressions</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Conditions, comparisons, variable/field usages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Expressions in Guards, Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssignmentExpressions</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>assignments of fields/variables in expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Expressions in Guards, Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitExpressions</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>manipulating bits within expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaClassExpressions</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>using this or .class within expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BasicTypes</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Types of fields, variables, parameters, return types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LightADL</td>
<td>Types of ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CollectionTypes</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Types of fields, variables, parameters, return types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Types of ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleGenericTypes</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Types of fields, variables, parameters, return types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Types of ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FullGenericTypes</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Types of fields, variables, parameters, return types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Types of ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssertStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>using asserts within method bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommonStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Method calls, assignments, if, loops, switch statements, and blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IOAutomaton</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExceptionStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>exceptions including try, catch, finally, and throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FullJavaStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>all statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowLevelStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Loops and conditionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReturnStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>returns in method bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynchronizedStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>synchronize statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarDeclarationStatements</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>declaring local variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FullADL</td>
<td>Statements in Actions of Transitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>